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Our Academic Journal
Invitation to write

We are always pleased to receive articles for our academic journal which is for the library market and comes
out 4 times a year. It is academic, with Harvard style referencing, no footnotes, and is double blind peer
reviewed. Many of our writers have enhanced their careers by publishing in our journal, for example
promotion to Professor or becoming a Director of a major NGO or business and many other improvements
to their careers or getting jobs they had always dreamed of.
There is a queue to get into this popular journal – the first and only one of its kind in the world. It is ground
breaking and launched green economics and the green economy globally. Founded by Miriam Kennet in
2003.
We welcome diverse contributions and we especially welcome and help with contributions from new writers
or other ideas. The writing for the journal has to be between 2500 and 7000 words. We cover academic,
polemic, simple and more complex writing, political, academic, campaigning and business styles of writing.
For 2012 -we have places for 4 issues and about 8 articles in each so up to 32 articles in 2012. So please send
in your articles as soon as possible. They can take several months to double blind review.
Please ensure you cite any items you have not written yourself and photos must all be attributed to who took
them. References must be Harvard style- and we do not accept footnotes. Please ask for further information
or guidance if you need it. Please ensure you do not infringe anyone else's copyright.
All articles printed in this journal, become the copyright and are then owned by the publisher Inderscience,
so that the Institute and the author loose all rights to the writing and its use afterwards. Inderscience
publishes the academic journal for us. All other items are published by the Green Economics Institute and we

do not take copyright or ownership of your work. ( We, the Green Economics Institute, and our own
publications only request Permission to Publish). Our other book publishers also do not take ownership
either. Please check with us fully for more clarification on all aspects of Intellectual Property. Please bear this
in mind when submitting articles. If you need more explanation of how this works and the advantages and
disadvantages and how to navigate through this complex area, please email or telephone us to help you
decide how and what to choose to publish and we are pleased to advise you on this.
However, all our writers do get an academic citation, including in google scholar and many of the search
engines used by Universities and the journal is read in every continent and in some of the most prestigious
libraries on the planet so it will get your ideas out around the world!
We are very keen to encourage new writers and new ideas as well as more experienced writers and
academics and policy makers and business people and campaigners. All the issues are gender balanced
and diverse and are written by people from all corners of the earth.
We look forward to hearing from you very soon and to your writing for this exciting journal. We have
received compliments from Princes, Members of Parliament and all sorts of organisations such as the
International Labour Organisation and the United Nations and OECD. Please email us in the first instance to
discuss your idea and we will be very keen to encourage you and help you during the writing. All we look for
are the ideas, and we can develop any good ideas with you into a piece of suitable writing and we specialise in
developing new writers and publishing new and other voices which are not usually heard!
Email us today with your idea for an article or book review- greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com
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Description of the aims of the journal
written by Miriam Kennet and Volker Heinemann

IJGE, a peer-reviewed international journal, proposes and fosters discussion
on all aspects of Green Economics. It contributes to international research
and practice in Green Economics with the aim of encouraging economic
change and the positioning of Green Economics at the centre of the
Economics disciplines. Green Economic theories and policies, tools,
instruments and metrics are developed with the aim of offering practical and
theoretical solutions and proposals to facilitate a change to the current
economic models for the benefit of the widest number of people and the
planet as a whole.
The objectives of IJGE are to establish an effective channel of communication between
policy makers, government agencies, academic and research institutions concerned with

the running, involvement and impact of the economy on all sections of society. It aims to
bridge the gap between academic economic theory and the literature and suggestions for
the implementation of modern concepts in the political economy and the general economic
debate, structures of political power and public discussion.
The development of an alternative view in contrast to the traditional normatively biased
view of economics is the prime objective. The study of Green Economics naturally has to be
very multi and interdisciplinary in nature, as the problems it addresses are partly social in
aspect and causes, partly scientific in technical development, partly environmental as this
is a fundamental limit to all human activity and partly economic and historical in how the
current situations have evolved. Green Economics is also particularly influenced by
developments in ethical thinking and values and in anthropology in its explanations of past
and future trends.
The scope of IJGE includes examining, critiquing and analysing the activities of
corporations with particular reference to the localisation/globalisation debate and making
suggestions for change in practise and general function and approach. IJGE takes an
international perspective, as modern economies are interdependent and internationally
linked; the Green Economics discipline has therefore to be international in scope and in
the solutions it proposes. The advisory board and activities are international in nature and
the main management board consists of German, English, Brazilian and US personnel,
with branches in Brazil and the US. The advisory board consists of a host of academics and
practitioners, government members, policy makers and campaigners from round the world
in order to meet the demands and the wide scope of the subject.
Readership
IJGE provides a vehicle to help professionals, academics, researchers, policy makers and
campaigners working in the fields of international business, economics and local, regional
and national government to educate, influence, lobby and share information and to learn
from each others’ work and best practice in the field as well as to provide a forum to
explore new solutions to economic problems.
Contents
IJGE publishes original papers, review papers, technical reports, case studies, conference
reports, management reports, book reviews, notes, commentaries and news. Special issues
will be devoted to subjects such as globalisation/localisation, international economics etc.
Our wide and very experienced advisory board (which is additional to our academic panel)
are particularly being asked to develop topical and important subjects over time which they
believe from their work and research to be of most relevance and interest.
Subject Coverage
[The following list is not exhaustive, as new ideas and concepts are continuously assessed]
Theories and concepts
• Economic discourse and disciplines, compared, critiqued and contrasted in order to
position Green Economics - including the following subjects
• Environmental economics
• Welfare economics
• Development economics
• Fairtrade
• Aid
• Freedom
• Costing resources
• Neo classical

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Neo Marxist
Neo colonial
Eco socialism
Eco feminism and women’s economics
Patriarchy and accumulation: problems in resource allocation
Foreign direct investment
Trickle down theories
Game theory
New theories of human needs hierarchy vs. supply and demand
Human happiness
Implementation problems and issues in government

Structural Questions - International Institutions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bretton Woods
EU
UN
IMF
World Bank
WTO
GATTS
Democracy and privatisation
Buying politics - war, the arms trade, oil and the war on terrorism
Trading blocks
New protectionism
International governance
Tobin tax
Off shoring
Outsourcing
Multinationals and tariff barriers

New initiatives and cases, experience and applications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Green solutions
Eco taxes
Resource management
New economic indicators
Zero waste
Site here to sell here
Reuse
Recycle, repair
Quality of life and consumerism
Co-ops
Land value issues
Resource valuation
New paradigms of the economy: nature, colonies, biosphere, non human species,
women minorities
Questions of 10,000 years of agriculture and patriarchy dominating the economy
Post agricultural social and economic requirements and organisation
Planning to reduce surplus and not to harness it for power over others
Inclusive, participatory practices

• Polluter pays
Critique of corporate activity
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Triple bottom line
Stakeholder perspectives
Roles and activity within multinationals
Consumerism
Procurement
Processes of globalisation at a practical level
Corporate governance
Environmental management as an industry
Eco-labelling
Limiting the power of the multinationals
Shareholding as a means of gaining influence on the board
Grass roots activism
Civil society and attitudes to acceptable economic activity

Social justice in the economy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Indigenous rights
Less developed countries
Subsistence economies
Purchasing power parity
Balance of rich and poor in different societies
Poverty and its effects
Poverty and its definitions
Quality of life indicators
Tools for ensuring that policies involve justice
Environmental justice and consequences of a lack of it

Specific Notes for Authors
Submitted papers should not have been previously published nor be currently under
consideration for publication elsewhere. (N.B. Conference papers may only be submitted if
the paper was not originally copyrighted and if it has been completely re-written).
All papers are refereed through a double blind process.
For all papers, submissions, writing and ideas please email the Editors Miriam Kennet UK
and Kristina Jociute Lithuania at greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com

